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In this groundbreaking companion to The Courage to Heal, Laura Davis offers an inspiring, in-depth

workbook that speaks to all women and men healing from the effects of child sexual abuse. The

combination of checklists, writing and art Projects, open-ended questions and activities expertly

guides the survivor through the healing process.  Survival SkillsÃ¢â‚¬â€•Teaches survivors to create

a safe, supportive environment, ask for help, deal with crisis periods, and choose therapy.  Aspects

Of HealingÃ¢â‚¬â€•Focuses on the healing process: gaining a capacity for hope, breaking silence,

letting go of shame, turning anger into action, planning a confrontation, preparing for family contact,

and affirming personal progress.  Guidelines For Healing SexuallyÃ¢â‚¬â€•Redefines the concept of

"safe sex" and establishes healthy ground rules for sexual contact.
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This book came came in perfect condition sand in the time as promised. It's a surprisingly big book

and is going to take A LOT of time and emotional energy to complete, but I'd rather it be thorough

than incomplete. From just skimming through it, I would recommend it only if you are really ready to

do some difficult work!



Great book to go along with The Courage to Heal book. Take your time and don't rush through it. Its

about healing... not a race. Good luck and God Bless you on your journey!

Having used this reference book 15 years ago, it has been terrific to rediscover the core primer, and

I am not sure where else it would be found.beside . And the text was in NEW condition.!

this workbook is a great accompaniment toÃ‚Â The Courage to Heal - Third Edition - Revised and

Expanded: A Guide for Women Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse. i worked with a survivor of sexual

abuse as she went through both books simultaneously. each session, we would review what she

read and gleaned from the 2 texts. there was an appropriate amount of overlap, but she also found

that she learned some very different and equally helpful things from each book. the more

information and guidance, the better. both are great resources. one caveat is that the book can be

overwhelming for some people, and other treatment to break into the territory of recovery may be

necessary first.

I am making progress, and it is helping.

the journey continues....we can only heal ourselves

This is an amazing set of texts to work through sexual abuse issues no matter what kind or when. I

used this in my own intensive drug rehabilitation and was amazed. Today I ordered these books too

help others in my professional field. Thank you Laura Davis :-)

I have used this workbook alongside The Courage to Heal book and it has provided tremendous

support during an extremely difficult time. The information and exercises have been so good for me.

I am definitely happy with the workbook and the ordering/ delivery process.
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